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Mathematics



 GCSE Mathematics will follow the AQA syllabus

◦ Two tiers of entry
Foundation (Grades 1 to 5)
Higher (Grades 4 to 9)

◦ Assessment through 3 examinations at the end of 

Year 11

◦ 2 x 1.5 hour Calculator papers

◦ 1 x 1.5 hour Non-Calculator paper



◦ A mix of question styles, from short, single-
mark questions to multi-step problems. The 
mathematical demand increases as a 
student progresses through the paper.



 The demands on students’ knowledge and 
understanding has been increased in the new GCSE.

 Higher tier has more content and there will be a much 
greater focus on problem solving and algebra.

 Foundation tier has significantly more content with a 
greater focus on problem solving.



Subject Area Foundation Tier 
Weighting 

Higher Tier 
Weighting

Number 25%  15%  

Algebra 20%  30%  

Ratio, proportion and 
rates of change

25%  20%  

Geometry and 
measures

15%  20%  

Probability and 
statistics

15%  15%  



Higher Tier

• Grades 4 – 9 available

• Some entirely new content:
• Functions, function notation and 

inverse functions
• Iterative processes
• Area under graphs
• Equations of circles and tangents

• Many more formulae for the students to 
recall

Foundation Tier

• Grades 1 – 5

• A significant amount of content now 
included from the current higher tier:
• Trigonometry
• Vectors
• Cumulative Frequency diagrams
• Simultaneous equations
• Calculations involving π

• Much more for the students to learn 
and be examined on and many more 
formulae to learn.



Foundation Tier – Grade 4



Higher Tier – Grade 8/9



How can you help?

◦ The Maths has not changed but the methods may look 
different at times.

◦ Different methods does not mean you cannot help.

◦ Studies have shown that students and parents spending time 
studying together has a positive impact on outcomes. 



◦ Spend time working together on problems.

◦ If the methods you use are different compare solutions, 
discuss which is more efficient, ask them to explain their 
methods to you.

◦ Make sure they know the basics – times tables.

◦ Encourage them to believe they can do maths and offer 
opportunities to access maths at home when possible.  Be 
positive about Maths yourselves.



I’m stuck!  What next?

 Look through their exercise book for an example and ask 
them to explain it to you. 

 See if you can do the question together. 

 If they are still struggling encourage a break and come 
back to it later.  

 Still no luck, then ask their Maths Teacher in the next 
lesson.



 Assessment
◦ Students will notice an increase in the number of assessments 

throughout year 10 and will be expected to prepare for them 
thoroughly.

 Homework
◦ Set each week
◦ Should be treated throughout as preparation
◦ More essential than ever with the new GCSE.

 Seek Help!
◦ Teachers run after-school classes, students should take advantage of 

this free opportunity.
◦ Ask parents/carers/grandparents/siblings…



 MathsWatch CD’s

 GCSE Bitesize – BBC

 Apps (smartphone)
◦ Available free specifically for GCSE or just for general practice

 MyMaths Website
◦ Individual passwords for each student 
◦ Tracks progress and gives instant feedback

 YouTube tutorial videos



 Good grades in all subjects are essential but

◦ Employers more and more want good grades in Maths and 
English

◦ A minimum standard has been introduced for all students to 
achieve and they will have to keep studying until 18 to achieve 
it (Grade 4)

◦ This is about more than factual knowledge and is about 
demonstrating communication skills, problem solving ability 
and initiative 



AQA ENGLISH



 100% Exam for both English Language and English Literature.
 There is only one tier of entry. The papers have been designed to be 

incrementally harder with each question.
 Speaking and listening is still assessed but no longer counts towards the 

overall GCSE. The DfE have yet to confirm how this will be assessed.
 Students will need to know whole texts in depth.
 No texts from other cultures, e.g. American Literature.
 The language paper will assess 19th Century non-fiction.
 Greater weighting for SPAG on both papers.
 No resits until post-16. Most schools will opt to enter exams at the end of 

Y11.
 Graded between 9-1 with the option of adding higher grades in 

subsequent years.
 The way progress tables have been designed will lead schools to enter ALL 

students for both English GCSEs. 



 The literature exams are closed book; they can’t take a copy 
of the book into the exam. Therefore, it becomes very 
important for students to purchase their own copies of the 
texts so they can highlight/annotate and use as a revision 
tool. They can purchase them through school. Most students 
have bought a copy of Blood Brothers but further letters can 
be collected tonight if you still wish to purchase a copy. The 
class teacher can advise regarding the next text.

 The greater weighting on SPAG will impact on students with 
spelling and punctuation concerns. 



 100% Exams means that students will be sitting mock exams in the 
hall regularly to prepare them. The first one will be before the 
upcoming half term break.

 The requirements of the Language paper will require students to be 
adept at reading both unseen fiction and non-fiction. They will 
require broader general knowledge to be able to contextualise it in 
an exam situation.

 The lack of tiers will be challenging for less able students as the 
texts are challenging to read. 

 Whilst there is some guidance from exam boards about 
assessment, no one (inc the exam boards) knows what the grade 
boundaries are going to be yet. This information will not become 
apparent until after the current Y10 sit their exam. This means it 
will be very challenging for staff to accurately predict over the two 
years.



We have designed the course so that it integrates the language skills 
into the teaching of literature. We will teach these units thematically.
For example this term students are: 

 developing their analytical skills in the study of Blood Brothers. 
 they will also be taught a grammar unit, the skills of which will be 

incorporated into their essays. 
 they will read non-fiction that is thematically linked (travel writing 

about Liverpool, news reportage about the politics of the early 
1980s etc.)

 they will produce some creative writing that explores the 
description of setting in the play or that is based around a theme in 
the text.













 Reading outside of school is critical to success in these new style exams. They 
require students to have read a range of texts, use a wide vocabulary and 
understand the principles of grammar. Reading is key to all that.

 Talk to your children about what they are reading. Ask them about the characters, 
the issues, what they are learning about the time the book was written in or the 
setting. 

 The website is currently being developed. However we will soon publish a 
suggested reading list for books that will support the study of other texts. 
Encourage them to read from this. Incentivise maybe! Or use it for ideas for 
Christmas and birthday gifts.

 Have a family reading night once a week. No TV,  no phones, no tablets, no 
laptops, no game consoles… The best way to encourage reading is to model it. Talk 
about what you are reading. It doesn’t have to be fiction. All the English team are 
avid and passionate readers; we’d be happy to suggest books for parents too!

 Encourage your child to write. A journal (different from a personal diary), a blog, a 
story, a match report… Then share it with you. Ask how they planned it, structured 
it, why they chose certain words and how they could improve it.

 Read their school work and challenge SPAG regardless of the subject.


